Cashkeeper

for banknotes and coins

The cashier which frees
your staff.
Hygienic, fast, reliable and safe.
Cashkeeper - The ideal automated cashier:
Ü Cash counter for supermarkets, restaurants,
bakeries, petrol stations, pharmacies and
discotheques
Ü Cash accounting and day-end closing at the
push of a button
Ü Compatible with current POS systems

We make cash flow.
Images may differ from the delivered product and partly show special equipment.
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Banknote module

Cashkeeper

for banknotes and coins
Cashing up made easy! With Cashkeeper, the automatic cashier, the checkout
process is simplified and accelerated - increasing customer throughput. With each
cash payment, the automated cashier ensures that the acceptance and dispensing
of change is very quick, extremely hygienic and safe. Wrong change dispensing is
effectively impossible with the Cashkeeper POS system. The Cashkeeper also takes
care of cash accounting. A real win, especially for retail cash registers!
Ü Change acceptance and dispensing:
fully automatically, error-free and time-saving
Ü Increased security: checks coins and banknotes for authenticity,
records them and sorts the coins
Ü Teamwork: a single cash register for everyone
Ü Improved hygiene: sales staff do not come into contact with cash
Ü Cash register is always correct: cash balancing at shift change and at the end
of the day at the push of a button
Ü Fits everywhere: Available as a stand-alone-POS system or as a build-in device

Coin module

Banknote module

Coin module - technical specifications

Output speed
Output capacity
Weight
Size (W x D x H)

more than 3.500 coins
10 coins/sec
tests up to 30 mixed
coin types
6 coins/sec
up to 50 coins
30 kg
400 x 512,5 x 320 mm
Change is paid out automati-

Bakery with stand-alone

cally and always correctly.

Cashkeeper.

Depositing and automatic

Restaurant with build-in

validation of all Euro banknotes.

Cashkeeper.

Banknote module - technical specifications
Capacity
Output capacity
Intake capacity
Speed of
acceptance and validation
Output speed
Output capacity
Weight
Size (W x D x H)

600 banknotes
per container
up to 120 banknotes
(60 + 60)
individual notes
2,3 sec/banknote
1,3 sec/banknote
Individual notes
18 kg
200 x 368,5 x 576 mm

More reliable devices from Procoin:
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Coin Counter and Sorter | Coin Packaging Machines |
Banknote Counter and Sorter | Self-service Machines
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High capacity
Coin insertion speed
Intake capacity

